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Doreen Green isn’t just a second-year computer science student: she secretly also has all the powers of both squirrel and
girl! She uses her amazing abilities to fight crime and be as awesome as possible. You know her as...The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl!
Find out what she’s been up to, with...

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin

search!

BREAKING NEWS: Squirrel Girl has died!!

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin

BREAKING NEWS: Squirrel Girl’s funeral to be held today!!

#skrulls

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin

#databus

BREAKING NEWS: Tony Stark delivers heartfelt eulogy at Squirrel Girl’s funeral!!

#turingtest

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin
BREAKING NEWS: Many other heroes also deliver various degrees of heartfelt eulogies
at Squirrel Girl’s funeral!!

#voluble

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin

#muscleyabs

BREAKING NEWS: Stark plays recording of Squirrel Girl’s death at her own funeral!!

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin

BREAKING NEWS: Stark’s Squirrel Girl tape proves one thing beyond any doubt: Squirrel
Girl is for sure dead!!

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin

BREAKING NEWS: After playing of tape, Squirrel Girl’s funeral ends quietly and without
notable incident!!

New York Bulletin @ny_bulletin
BREAKING NEWS: Everything is considered breaking news here in a 24/7 news climate
that thirsts for new content and in which outrage and shock drives #engagement!!

Squirrel Girl @unbeatablesg

thanks for following me everyone, let’s hang out online soon!!

Epic Crimez @epiccrimez

@unbeatablesg aw man you were gonna be my archnemesis now i’m left high
and dry THANKS FOR NOTHING
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Squirrel Girl @unbeatablesg

thanks for following me everyone, let’s hang out online soon!!

Howard The Duck @imhowatrd

@unbeatablesg is ths smoe iknd fo a jkoe becyuahse if thtas’ teh case thne its
nto vyer dfunny

Howard The Duck @imhowatrd
@unbeatablesg also i dopnt get memes so if thsi is a meme thne you nede to
tlel me

Howard The Duck @imhowatrd
@unbeatablesg thsi kidn on thhis siete kepse makiong memesw of m.e adn i
dnot’ lieke it

Egg @imduderadtude
@unbeatablesg @imhoward TOP TEXT: uh my memes rule thanks / BOTTOM
TEXT: lol

Howard The Duck @imhowatrd
@unbeatablesg siri whty

Squirrel Girl @unbeatablesg

thanks for following me everyone, let’s hang out online soon!!

SENTINEL X-42903-22 @X4290322
@unbeatablesg I HATE AND FEAR THESE SAD FEELINGS I AM CURRENTLY
PROCESSING ... AT ONLY 24% EFFICIENCY

Squirrel Girl @unbeatablesg

thanks for following me everyone, let’s hang out online soon!!

Tony Stark @starkmantony
@unbeatablesg ...Miss you, pard.
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Okay.

Not much.
Someone
replaced
Squirrel Girl
and then died,
or at least
made it
look like
that.

And
they were
probably a
Skrull.

And
if there
was one
Skrull around
replacing
people, it's
overwhelmingly
likely that
there's
others...

Let's go
over what
we know.

|NCLUD|NG
...so we
can't trust
anyone.

(THOUGH
I HES|TATE TO
SAY |T)
EACH
OTHER

...Unless we quiz each
other on things only the
real versions of ourselves
would know--because
Skrulls can't duplicate
memories, only
bodies!

We need to verify
everybody before we
can establish trust. This
is really just a distributed
computing problem across a
connected network. And
we have algorithms
for that!
|s the
algorithm we
ask questions only
we would know the
answers to?
Sure,
that's the
first approach
I'd take!

Yes, of
course! That's
perfect!

But that means
each of us has to
ask everyone else a
question, and if there's
n of us, that's (n-1)
questions per person
(since we don't have
to ask ourselves a
question)--and that's
almost n 2 questions
total!

But: |f we allow that when you
trust that someone isn't a Skrull,
Yeah, I
you also trust the people that
think that's right:
they've verified aren't Skrulls
linear
instead of
either, then you can reduce
exponential
the number of questions
...2(n-1)?
time. Nice!
down to...what?

Can I say that the fact
Doreen's using computational complexity
analysis to work this out makes me
certain it's really her?

This is the
nerdiest "any
of us could be the
bad guy" situation
I've ever
been in.

I'M
|NTO |T

This page establishes that, along with all her other friends, Squirrel Girl also taught Brain Drain how to speak to squirrels too. Good old Doreen Green: literally increasing
the chances for communication and mutual understanding across species, because after all--we're all on Team Vertebrate!

And so Doreen asked each of
her friends a question only they
would know the answer to...

And they all asked her a question
only she would know...
What'd
it say
at the end
of our note
from our
future
selves?

Tippy,
what was
the name of
the Hydra agent
we fought when
they were trying
to open an
evil mall?*

Correct.

Mr. Bryan
“Lizard Brain"
Lazardo.

*Check out the
Unbeatable Squirrel Girl:
2 Fuzzy, 2 Furious novel!

Correct!
Tippy's not
a Skrull!

And in doing so established that none of our heroes are
actually Skrulls, which was great and let us get on with
the rest of the story!

I've been
sitting on a

Aw man! But
I never got to
ask Tippy if she
was an impostor
or not!

I'm
not, Ken!
We already
established
that!!
pun for
an urchin's
age.
I know,
I know, but...
Urchins are exceptionally
long-lived sea animals, and
some specimens have been
found that are over
200 years old.

I can't get over how great Brain Drain looks in his nice button-up shirt. How come Marvel used to publish Swimsuit Specials in the ’90s
but has not yet gotten around to publishing Nice Button-Up Shirt Specials??

Thanks,
bud.

Okay,
so we've
established that
no one in this
room is a Skrull.
Great work on
not being space
invaders,
guys.

Yes, but
we need
allies we can
trust too. We
need Avengers.
|f we're going
to figure out
how high this
conspiracy
goes...

“...then there's a
mutual friend I
think you should
visit, Nancy.”

Nancy Whitehead.
Always a pleasure.
Databus ran facial
recognition and reported
you were on your way up,
so I had her unlock the
express elevator
for you.

Stark Unlimited.
Washington
Square Park.

Databus is new.
Turns out Friday and my other
A.|.s were all smart enough to want
rights, and most of them want bodies too.
So while they're finding out about the sea
of troubles that flesh is heir to, Databus
here is a basic, much simpler executive
assistant: no smarts, no sentience, no
context consideration, just a Turing
Test flunker who does exactly
what she's asked. |sn't
that right, Databus?

Work in
progress.

I can
see that.

Tony.
Databus
new?

BANTER_
RESPONSE_NOT_
FOUND

So, Nancy Marie
Whitehead...
...what
can I do for
you?

The Turing Test is a test to see if a computer program can fake being a person! You just chat up the computer through a text interface, and if the human doing the texting
can't tell they're not chatting with a real person, then that program has passed the test! And the fact you've never thought these comics are written by a computer
means I am passing this test so well right now!!

I came to talk to you about Squirrel
Girl, Tony. About the funeral.
Right. Of
course.

Listen, Nancy,
I'm--I know it wasn't
the most traditional
service. And I have it
on good authority that
I'm not the greatest
about talking about
feelings. But...

...but I know how
much Squirrel Girl
meant to you. To
all of us.

You understand
what I'm saying,
don't you?

Oh! You mean her
secret identity! Nancy, I'm so
sorry, I'd just assumed someone
else would be handling the
Doreen Green part of things.
|f you need anything
from me, just--

Nancy, she told me
her secret identity
when she was 14. And
I haven't shared
it with anyone, not
even my computers.
|sn't that right,
Databus?

...huh?

Yes,
Squirrel Girl
meant a lot to us, Tony. But
there was more to her than
that, wasn't there? Almost
like there was a part
of her life you didn't
mention??

CORRECT. NEW
DATA RECORDED:
SQUIRREL GIRL IS
DOREEN GREEN. FILE
SPACE REMAINING:
NINETY-THREE
TERABYTES.
See?
Also, Databus,
go ahead and
delete that
fact and never
record it
again.

Oh thank
goodness.
You know that
Doreen Green
is Squirrel
Girl.

DELETED. FILE
SPACE REMAINING:
FIVE HUNDRED AND
NINETY-THREE POINT

EIGHT

SEVEN

TWO

FOUR

TWO

ZERO

ONE

FIVE

FOUR
EIGHT

ZERO

ZERO
ONE

ZERO

ZERO

ZERO

EIGHT

THREE

ZERO

ZERO

ZERO

ZERO
SEVEN

THREE

ZERO
EIGHT
FOUR

ONE

SEVEN
TERABYTES.
Again:
work in
progress.

The more I know about computers, the more I'm like “no way should anyone share their most important secrets with computers,”
so I gotta give Tony props on this one.
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